TRANSFORMATION OF CONCEPTUAL APPROACHES OF PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR ARTS IN THE SPHERE OF GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT

Abstract. Arts turned to the background of the attention of public administration proceeding from the fact that our country is in a rather difficult political and economic situation. Therefore, it is not surprising that globalization processes affect the weakest, from a managerial point of view, state-building aspects. Art is the philosophical and spiritual layer of social consciousness, which is not manifested as clearly as, for example, some industrial branches, but its significance does not become less from it. The proof of the magnitude development of arts' state management is an example of some negative globalization impact on modern Ukrainian society. Also relevant is the consideration of the conceptual public administration approaches to professional and amateur arts, their transformation into modern conditions of society development. The transformation of conceptual approaches to public administration is dedicated to a large number of studies by leading Ukrainian scholars. Each of them made a significant contribution to the
The aim of the article is to consider the conceptual approaches of public administration transformation to professional and amateur arts through the analysis of scientific research of modern Ukrainian scholars.

In the management there is always a public authority or its official, the other part is a citizen, or an association of citizens, an enterprise, an institution, an organization. And if in public administration a citizen is the main subject of public-legal relations, then public administration of professional and amateur art aims more broad on the population of the country.

It has been concluded that in the broad sense the state administration of art will be understood as a system of social development management. This is disclosed through the activities of public administration and local government. They are fully accountable to the public and operate in their interests, with the help of co-ordination of decisions on the development and implementation of state policy on the development of professional and amateur art.
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жавному управлінні професійним і аматорським мистецтвом — населення країни.

У широкому розумінні державне управління мистецтвом розумітиметься як система управління суспільним розвитком. Це розкривається через діяльність органів державного управління та місцевого самоврядування. Вони є цілком підзвітними суспільству, і здійснюють діяльність в його інтересах за допомогою скоординованості рішень з розробки та реалізації державної політики розвитку професійного та аматорського мистецтва.

Ключові слова: системний, підхід, аматорське, професійне, мистецтво, державне управління, трансформація.

**Трансформація концептуальних підходів**
**К професіональному і любительському мистецтву**
**В сфері державного управління**

**Аннотация.** Учитывая то, что наша страна находится в достаточно сложном политико-экономическом положении, искусство отошло на второй план внимания государственного управления. Следовательно неудивительно, что глобализационные процессы поражают слабые, с управленческой точки зрения, государственные аспекты. Искусство является философско-духовным слоем общественного сознания, который не проявлен так четко, как, например, промышленные отрасли, но его значимость от этого не становится меньше. Доказательством важности развития государственного управления искусством является пример негативного влияния глобализации на современное украинское общество. Также актуально рассмотрение концептуальных подходов государственного управления к профессиональному и любительскому искусствам, их трансформация в современных условиях развития общества. Трансформациям концептуальных подходов государственного управления посвящено немалое количество исследований ведущих украинских ученых. Каждый из них внес весомый вклад в разработку государственно-управленческих преобразований практически всех отраслей управления государством.

Рассмотрены трансформации концептуальных подходов государственного управления профессиональным и любительским искусством на основе анализа научных исследований современных украинских ученых.

В управлении одной из сторон всегда выступает орган публичной власти или его должностное лицо, другой стороной — гражданин или объединение граждан, предприятие, учреждение, организация. И если в публичном управлении гражданин является главным субъектом публично-правовых отношений, то в государственном управлении профессиональным и любительским искусством — все население страны.

В широком смысле государственное управление искусством должно пониматься как система управления общественным развитием. Это раскрывается благодаря деятельности органов государственного управления и местного самоуправления. Данные структуры полностью подотчетны обществу, и осу-
ществляют деятельность в его интересах, с помощью скоординированности решений по разработке и реализации государственной политики развития профессионального и любительского искусства.

**Ключевые слова:** системный, подход, любительское, профессиональное искусство, государственное управление, трансформация.
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**Target setting.** Proceeding from the fact that our country is in a rather difficult political and economic situation, arts turned to the background of the attention of state administration. Therefore, it is not surprising that globalization processes affect the weakest, from a managerial point of view, state-forming aspects. Art is the philosophical and spiritual layer of social consciousness, which is not manifested as clearly as, for example, some industrial branches, but its significance does not become less. As a proof that the author's assumption of this scientific article about a great significance of developing state art management is important, one can cite the example of the negative global impact on modern Ukrainian society. Well-known Ukrainian scientist, Radmila Voytovych, believes that today globalization “leads to the redistribution of intellectual resources between states (more powerful in the socio-economic and political plans of the state use the potential of less developed countries to realize their own interests), the question arises about the development of effective mechanisms for the protection of their intellectual resources. One of such mechanisms should be the development of an appropriate regulatory framework that clearly regulates relations between states regarding the attitude not only to the intellectual but also to a human potential in general” [1, p. 293]. Consequently, the relevance of considering the conceptual approaches of state administration to professional and amateur arts, their transformation to modern conditions, does not cause any doubt.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.** A large number of studies by leading Ukrainian scholars as for the transformation of conceptual approaches to state administration are dedicated. Each of scientists made a significant contribution to the development of state-management transformations of almost all branches of government. Candidate of Economic Sciences, Associate Professor G. S. Shevtsova investigated the transformation of conceptual approaches to professional and amateur arts, their transformation to modern conditions, does not cause any doubt.
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formation of migration processes by the Ukrainian researcher M. Kurilich [6] was researched. Another scientist, V. P. Kozub, conducted a theoretical analysis of the social conditionality of the concepts of “new management”, “receptive administration” and analyzed the characteristics that distinguish the “networking society” from other forms of management activity in the field of public needs and interests [7].

The purpose of the article — based on the analysis of scientific research of contemporary Ukrainian scholars, to consider the transformation of conceptual approaches of state administration to professional and amateur arts.

The statement of basic materials. Ukrainian scientists L. G. Chernyuk and T. Pepa studied the conceptual foundations of the transformation and systematic organization of social infrastructure. Scientists emphasize that “the main driving force of the modern civilization process is the humanitarian factors — education, science, culture, health, personal qualities, values, and outlook of a person. Based on our European choice, our country has initiated the process of transformational change, laying the foundation for its further development of the interests of man, his desire to live in harmony with world values, with society and nature”. According to scientific point of view, such strategic priorities are embodied in the concept, the main idea of which is contained in the principle approach, which offers integration into a single system of all humanitarian factors of social development. They, in turn, act as factors for the integration and consolidation of Ukrainian society. “The task of the concept is to find the answers to the demands of transformation facing the modern country. One of the priorities in the formation of a knowledge society is the creation of a developed national information space and an information society” [8, p. 19].

Ukrainian scientist V. P. Kozub notes that “the redefinition of the content and direction of public administration reform from the point of view of further democracy improvement and the development of the law state rule is facilitated by the fundamental changes in the external globalized world that take place at the beginning of the 21-st century, and in particular, the transformation of essence and role state in society, the development of information technology, dissatisfaction of citizens with fairly rigid bureaucratic forms of government” [7, p. 1].

The transformation of conceptual approaches to professional and amateur arts can be considered through the prism of public administration. Doctor of Sciences in Public Administration, Associate Professor and Professor of the Chair of Law and European Integration, Vitaliy Bashtannik, describes public administration as an extremely wide area of social management in regulated social relations. The author of this scientific article agrees with V. Bashtannik’s point of view that practically there is no such “sphere of public life, where the norms of public law and administration” would not operate [9, p. 6]. In public administration, always one of the parts is always a public authority or its official, the other is for the citizen, or an association of citizens, an enterprise, an institution, an organization. And if in public administration it is the citizen who is the main sub-
ject of public-legal relations, then the state administration of professional and amateur art aims wider, that is, on the population of the country. Under such conditions, in my opinion, the problem of humanization of public administration is being updated. Professor V. Bashtanyk also finds a similar view that there is “the humanization at the present stage of state formation, the establishment of peculiarities of the formation of organizational and legal mechanisms for its implementation of the humanization factor in the reform of public administration”. And it is necessary [10, p. 6].

Openness of the state administration system is a complex administrative system, where the principles, mechanisms, forms and methods of “territorial governance with the strengthening of tools and mechanisms of powers’ delegation, the construction of multilevel, vertically integrated management structures” are constantly being harmonized [9, p. 6].

According to V. A. Grigorieva, “the process of releasing from the conservative components that prevent the system from crisis, and the emergence of new mechanisms is characterized by an increase of the self-development and self-organization levels. It should be noted that the management strategy does not always coincide with the main tendencies of self-organization. There are many disagreements, contradictions and inconsistencies” [11, p. 4]. As in all other areas of state administration, such phenomena have historical roots, as in the processes of domestic organization and self-organization, the state has been a leading factor for a long time. The period of building society and reforming the cultural industry during the years of independence was marked by a significant weakening of the state role, which led to the destruction and instability of the system” [11, p. 4].

The openness of the state administration system will determine a qualitatively new direction of research. Therefore, the study of theoretical and methodological foundations of the state administration transformation in the field of professional and amateur arts’ development acquires systemic constancy. The management by this system is basic, it will have a fundamental characteristic for the stable functioning of professional and amateur arts. “For this reason, the transformational process of public administration must be determined by studying the factors (regulators) that stabilize the system (both predicted and spontaneous). It is necessary to identify the areas of public interest (relations), achieve stability and isolate the sphere of social relations that meets the requirements of stability for all others” [9, p. 10].

In terms of the systematic approach, we believe that professional and amateur art is a flexible, open system of development. This is a complex, “the institutions of which are capable of rebuilding, change their structure in view of the processes of self-organization” [9, p. 4]. Management of the open system of professional and amateur arts can be considered as the interaction of self-regulatory capabilities of decentralized cultural management bodies with external state regulation, which will be limited to monitoring and evaluation of the system’s activities in order to achieve the expected result [9, p. 4].
Thus, the determination of the process of state art management, in my opinion, will be carried out through the improvement of financial and economic factors that will stabilize its development. The author of this scientific article defines the sphere of public interest in the management of professional and amateur art as a spiritual and patriotic resistance of the population of our country to globalization processes. As a result, stability of social relations in the population of the country is achieved, which will correspond to the stability of all other components of the state. Thus, the sphere of state administration of professional and amateur art reform should be based on the democratization of managerial relations in accordance with the principles of separation of powers, openness, society control, provided that social interaction as a result of reconciling the interests of the population. “The transformation of society in the direction of democratic transformation acts as a process of formation of democratic institutions, and democracy defined as a certain system of development and completion of inter-group conflicts in society” [10, p. 5].

According to the Ukrainian researcher O. Karmazin, the science of state administration is “practically oriented, closely related both to the direct activities of the authorities, and with the relevant branch of education, which provides the training of qualified specialists for work in these spheres, the concept of public administration appears extremely valuable, and the specification of the forms of publicity is really in demand, since public administration integrates social management, regulation of social relations and the organization of state power” [12, p. 10]. Thus, the authorities, using education, are capable to influence the spiritual development of the population by means of forming a relation to the finished product of professional and amateur arts. As a result, the qualifications of specialists as bodies of power, state administration, and other branches will contribute to the patriotic population increase the country as a whole.

Conclusions. In the broad sense, state management of art, in our opinion, can be understood as a system of social development management. This is disclosed through the public administration and local government the activities. They are fully accountable to the public and operate in their interests, with the help of co-ordination of decisions on the development and implementation of state policy on the professional and amateur arts’ development.
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